The Brothers of Kappa Psi would like to congratulate the graduating Class of 1981. The graduating Mu Omicron Pi Brothers are:

MICHAEL LEBIODA
CHARLES MCINTYRE
GREG NIEMIEC
WILLIAM ARTHUR
ROBERT BIEN
WILLIAM CAPO
MICHAEL CHRISTIE
THOMAS COMAI
PAUL CYPRUS
TIMOTHY DENMFSEY
MARK ELDRIDGE
MARK FIGAJCZ
ROBERT FRANCAEK
RANDY GORDON
RICKEY SMITH
PAUL TERRY
MICHAEL THERBAULT
THOMAS HILL
MARK ISOPI
PAUL JABLONSKI
DANIEL KRYGIEL
JOHN LEACH
DAVID MALAN
WILLIAM MCINTYRE
FRANK NEMETH
JOHN NYGARD
PHILIP PETTINARO
CHRISTOPHER ROOS
STEVE SNIDER
NEIL TUBBEN
ROBERT SATTLER
ROBERT SMITH
KENNETH SZOKOLA
KARL WIDAK
DAVID ZARAN

Lambda Kappa Sigma - Omicron Chapter

"An International Professional Fraternity For Women in Pharmacy"

Esse Quam Videri - To be rather than seem to be

Active Membership

Maria H. Audia
Bonnie Bohl
Cynthia Bolden
Jackie Burrell
Vickie Capellitti
Joyce Cramer
Liz David
Geralynn B. Smith - Faculty Advisor: Marlene Fichter - Sponsor

Wayne State University Pharmacy Alumni Association

Congratulations to the Class of 1981

Pharmacy Alumni Board of Governors — 1980 - 1981

Fred Kmierny, Pres.
Jerome Paruszewicz
James H. Clarke
Ernie Koch
Zbigniew Martusiewicz
Martha Cieslak
Dr. William Comelis
Dr. Daniel Colaluca
Jerry Efros
Livia Ciccarelli Franchina
Charles D. Pugate
Effie Georgoulis
Joseph Grimaudo
Robert Hoffman
Ken Johnson
Arthur Jozefczyk
Dr. Eberhard F. Mallman
Carl Maness
Ronald E. Manowski
William Meiskill
Dr. Patrick McKercher
Dr. Paul Munzenberger
Duane Payve
Dr. Charles Ryan
Robert Shapiro
Robert Staniszkiewicz
Robert Solberg
Virginia Teddall
Donald Wojack
The Wayne Pharmic

As you all know, last year I asked President Bonner to be relieved of my responsibilities as Dean of the College. A search committee is being put together and there should be a new Dean sometime this year.

During the past seven years we have met many of our goals. At this time both pharmacy programs are fully accredited and our graduates are of high quality. We accomplished this with only meager resources and our costs per student are far below the national average. This means that we have a dedicated, hard-working faculty. I want to thank all for their support and friendship and wish all my best for the future.

It was with a great deal of regret that the Faculty recently learned of Dr. Eberhard F. Mannen's intention to resign as the Dean of the College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions. Dr. Mannen has served as Dean since the College was formed in 1974 as a result of the merger of the former College of Pharmacy and several Allied Health departments from the College of Medicine. Our College's loss is the College of Medicine's gain:

Dr. Mannen will return to the College of Medicine as Professor of Pathology and Physiology and will resume full-time research and teaching duties. He will be sorely missed and difficult to replace. We hate to see him go.

Pharmacy Student Board Members

Michelle Beauvais 5th yr. V.P. for PSAB Affairs
Bonita Bohl Lambda Kappa Sigma Rep.
Paul Cyprus 4th yr. V.P. for Internal Affairs
Cheryl Frankowski Rho Chi Rep.
Audrey Jurkiewicz PAHPEC Rep. and 3rd yr. V.P. for Internal Affairs
Timothy Kanan 5th yr. Class President
Robin Kraft PSAB Recording Secretary and Phi Delta Chi Rep.
William McIntyre 4th yr. V.P. for PSAB Affairs
John Nygard PSAB Corresponding Secretary and 3rd yr. V.P.
Brian Pelz PSAB Treasurer and 3rd yr. V.P. for PSAB Affairs
Steve Ruwoldt PSAB President and AACP Student Rep.
Amy Slaven PSAB V.P. and 4th yr. Class President
Adley Smith Kappa Psi Rep.
Robert Smith Pharmac Editor
Christopher Witting PSAB Treasurer and 5th yr. V.P. for Internal Affairs
Dr. Charles Ryan Faculty Advisor

Dr. Charles F. Ryan
Deputy Dean of Pharmacy

OPEN HOUSE '80

Above: Guests were greeted by Deans Mannen, Ryan, and their wives.

Below: The history of Pharmacy is preserved in the Pharmuseum.

Guests were treated to a typical McKercher Lecture (below), while Dr. Louis-Ferdinand explains the use of students in pharmacology experiments (below right).

Above: Dr. Hajratwala with an old version of a tablet punching machine.
I'll buy that.

WILL YOU EVER FORGET THESE FACES

And the buzz phrase is—Things DO go better with "coke"

(Left) The pulmonary pediatric pharmacist

Anyone with a matchbook? I've got a lecture to write

I saw the light

1980 SAPhA CONVENTION
Washington, D.C.
Amy at the Belle Isle picnic.

Mark gingerly catching a water balloon.

Bill, Monica, Gary, Amy, and Jackie on the swings at beautiful Belle Isle.

Mark retrieving a football.

Isam showing his daughter how to fly a kite.

Isam showing his daughter how to fly a kite.

Amy at the Belle Isle picnic.

Linda and Joe at the picnic.

Mitch, Monica, Gary, Amy, and Jackie on the swings at beautiful Belle Isle.

Roma, Jackie, Rashieda, Paul, Doreen, and Jay at Belle Isle in Sept. 80.

Roma, Jackie, Rashieda, Paul, Doreen, and Jay at Belle Isle in Sept. 80.

Mitchell, Jay, Liz, and Steve puckered up and ready for action.

Rodney, Aaron, Mitch, and Roma roasting hot dogs.

Rodney, Aaron, Mitch, and Roma roasting hot dogs.

Mark retrieving a football.

Rodney trying to stay dry during a water balloon toss.

Mitch, Rodney, Cecil, and Aaron.

Mitch, Rodney, Cecil, and Aaron.
(above) Dave paddling down a river.
(below) Gary, Steve, Dave, Steve, Jay, Mark, Sue, Kevin, Cecil, and Aaron at Sue's party.

Gary, Steve, Dave, Steve, Jay, Mark, Kevin, Cecil, and Aaron partying after Dispensing Lab.

(above) Ruth, Michele, Sheree, friend, Mike, and Chris at Michele's first annual tree trimming party. (below) Mike, Doreen, and Abby at a bull session.

(below) Steve, Jay, and Michelle laughing it up at Sue's party.
"MY GOD!"

THE PEOPLE THEY ACCEPT
INTO PHARMACY SCHOOL!
"An International Professional Fraternity For Women in Pharmacy"

Wayne State University Pharmacy Class 1983
Wayne State University Pharmacy Class 1981

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 1981

PHI DELTA CHI Professional Pharmacy Fraternity

PHOTOS NOT AVAILABLE
Anthony Achille Sandra Gates
Maria Audia Charles Schuitheis
Lawrence Bagazin Kathleen Tomlin
Darlene Cote Sharon Vaughn
Michael Dudick James Wagner
Mila Edillo

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
GRADUATES

Student American Pharmaceutical Association S.A.Ph.A.